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Abstract
The diversity of presentation contexts for multimedia
documents requires the adaptation of document specifica-
tions. In an earlier work, we have proposed a seman-
tic adaptation framework for multimedia documents. This
framework captures the semantics of the document com-
position and transforms the relations between multimedia
objects according to adaptation constraints. In this paper,
we show that relying on document composition alone for
adaptation restricts the set of relevant candidate solutions
and may even divert the adaptation from the authors intent.
Hence, we propose to introduce functional annotations to
guide the adaptation process. Theses annotations allow to
refine the role of multimedia objects in the document. We
show that SMIL documents could embed functional anno-
tations encoded in RDF. These multimedia documents are
then adapted thanks to an interactive adaptation tool.
1 Introduction
Ideally, a multimedia document is authored once but
can be played on different devices with different capabili-
ties: phones, PDAs, desktop computers, set-top boxes, etc.
These devices introduce different constraints on the presen-
tation itself. For instance, CPU or display limitations (e.g.,
mobile phones) may prevent multimedia objects from be-
ing displayed correctly. Other constraints may also be in-
troduced by user preferences, content protection issues or
terminal capabilities [10]. The set of constraints related to a
client is called a profile.
To satisfy profiles, multimedia documents must be
adapted, i.e., transformed into documents compatible with
target contexts before being played. We need to distin-
guish two types of adaptation: local adaptation (adaptation
of multimedia objects individually) and global adaptation
(adaptation of the document structure). This paper focuses
on the latter.
In [5], a framework for adapting multimedia documents
based on the qualitative semantics of the documents and
constraints was proposed. This approach transforms the re-
lations between multimedia objects and ensures two main
properties: (1) all constraints specified in a target client pro-
file are satisfied and (2) the computed adapted document is
as close as possible to the initial document. We have shown,
e.g., in [11, 12], that this framework can adapt the spatio-
temporal and the hypermedia dimensions of standard mul-
timedia documents such as SMIL documents [4].
However, this adaptation framework only deals with the
initial document composition, i.e., explicit relations be-
tween multimedia objects specified by authors. In this pa-
per, we show that relying only on this information for adapt-
ing documents is unsatisfactory because it leads to a limited
form of adaptation. Hence, we propose to guide adaptation
with functional annotations, i.e., annotations related to mul-
timedia objects which express a function in the document,
such as a title, a legend. Consequently, additional implicit
relations between multimedia objects can be identified and
these could enrich the adaptation process for producing new
adapted solutions close to the initial document composition
and the author intent.
Furthermore, we show that SMIL documents could em-
bed functional annotations encoded in RDF [17]. From such
multimedia documents, our interactive adaptation prototype
provides relevant adaptations.
In Section 2, we present a general adaptation scheme.
In Section 3, we define functional annotations and show
how to integrate them into the document specification. In
Section 4, we adapt a multimedia document example and
compare adaptation results with and without functional an-
notations. We show that with these annotations, adaptation
is more flexible. Finally, in Section 5, we adapt SMIL doc-
uments with functional annotations encoded in RDF.
2 Multimedia Document Adaptation
In order to execute a multimedia document on different
devices with different profiles, a fair amount of research has
been conducted on multimedia document adaptation. We
propose to group all techniques into three categories1:
• Specification of alternatives: During a multimedia
document edition, an author may specify different ver-
sions based on some target profiles, e.g., thanks to the
switch tag of SMIL [4]. However, when editing a
document, it is cumbersome to specify all possible ver-
sions for every existing profiles.
• Using transformation rules: Inside an adaptation
system, a set of transformations is defined a priori
(e.g., speech to text, parallel to sequential) and stored
into a repository. From a multimedia document and a
target device profile, some transformations are selected
by the system and applied on the document. [14] and
[2] are two examples of such a system.
• Multimedia document generation: Other ap-
proaches for multimedia document adaptation are
based on specialized specifications for generating doc-
uments, such as [8] and [3]. However, this requires the
content to be initially described with these specifica-
tions instead of adapting existing documents.
Apart from the existing adaptation mechanisms, there
are several languages or formats for specifying multime-
dia documents that have to be adapted, such as SMIL [4],
Madeus [9] and XHTML [19]. Making the adaptation
format-dependent requires an adaptation strategy for ev-
ery single format. Instead, we propose an abstraction layer
which allows to hide the format specific syntax and details,
and capture the essence of a given document with respect
to its main dimensions. We call this document abstraction
a multimedia document specification and presents in Figure
1 a generic adaptation scheme for such representation.
Definition 1 (Multimedia document specification) A
multimedia document specification s = 〈O,C〉 is made
of a set of multimedia objects O and a set of relations (or
constraints) C between these objects.
In the remainder, the set O will contain at least two mul-
timedia objects and the relations of C will be considered as
binary. As illustrated in Figure 1, from an initial multime-
dia document we identify all its involved objects (i.e., texts,
images, audios, videos, hypermedia links) and all relations
between them. These relations may come from the docu-
ment composition ( a©) and functional annotations ( b©). The
latter will be defined in Section 3.
1Other adaptation categories have been proposed, e.g., in [13].
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Figure 1. A generic multimedia document
adaptation scheme.
Thereafter, the multimedia document specification is
adapted according to target profiles. For that purpose,
forbidden relations deduced from target profiles are trans-
formed into valid ones. In the remainder, we will use the
adaptation framework presented in [5] because it considers
multimedia document specification and provides adapted
documents which are as close as possible from the initial
document.
Finally, an adapted document satisfying the adapted
specification is instantiated. This one could be encoded as
the initial multimedia document description language or an-
other one.
The advantages of such adaptation scheme presented in
Figure 1 are twofold. First, it permits to reuse the same
adaptation strategy for different formats. Second, the ab-
stract representation provides more flexibility for adaptation
since the relations between multimedia objects can be de-
scribed qualitatively.
In the following, we show that functional annotations en-
rich the adaptation process for producing new adapted so-
lutions close to the initial document composition and the
author intent.
3 Enhanced Multimedia Document Specifi-
cations with Functional Annotations
A multimedia document specification is composed of re-
lations holding between objects (cf., Definition 1). Func-
tional annotations may complete these relations, they are
annotations related to objects which express a function in
the document. We identified two categories of functional
annotations: one concerns media individually and the other
one concerns groups of objects.
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The former expresses a specific role of a media involved
in a multimedia presentation. For instance, one media might
be a title, a menu, a logo or an advertisement. Some mul-
timedia description standards, e.g., the multimedia descrip-
tion schemes of MPEG-7 [18], allow to specify such roles.
The latter expresses semantic relationships between a
group of objects and describes how several objects relate in
a narrative or story. For instance, these semantic relation-
ships may describe relations that draw upon typical prag-
matic relations such as an object being the agent, patient,
cause, goal of other objects. The rhetorical structure theory
[16] offers some possible semantic relationships between
objects. These have been used, e.g., in [20], for generating
multimedia presentations.
During a multimedia document edition, objects are usu-
ally placed according to these functional annotations. For
example, a title may stay on top of a slide, a legend may
stay around the object it describes. From particular func-
tional annotations, [15] and [7] identify mappings to quali-
tative spatio-temporal relations. Consequently, from a mul-
timedia document specification the set of relations could
contain both explicit spatio-temporal relations made by an
author and implicit spatio-temporal relations deduced from
functional annotations. In the following, we show how to
embed functional annotation information into a multimedia
document specification.
Suppose the multimedia presentation example illustrated
in Figure 2. This one is composed of four objects: two texts
T1 and T2, one video V and an image I .
T1
(title)
V
T2
(I&V legend)
I
T1
V
T2
I
t(s)
x
y
0 10 20
Figure 2. A multimedia presentation example.
The multimedia document specification corresponding
to this example may be represented with a relation graph
where each node refers to an object of the presentation and
each edge is labeled by some spatio-temporal relations. Fig-
ure 3 presents three relation graphs related to the multime-
dia document example of Figure 2.
In this example, the Allen algebra [1] (cf., Table 1) is
used to describe spatio-temporal relations. More precisely,
each spatio-temporal relation forms a triple (rx, ry, rt) such
that rx, ry and rt are Allen’s relations which correspond
respectively to projections over the x, y and t axis.
Figure 3(a) presents the explicit spatio-temporal rela-
tions related to the document composition of Figure 2.
From functional annotations, additional implicit spatio-
temporal relations are identified in Figure 3(b). For exam-
ple, T1 is a title and should stay on top of the other ob-
jects and played simultaneously (e.g., T1{(si, b, fi)}I), T2
is the legend of I and V , and should stay around them (e.g.,
T2{(mi, e, e)}I). It may happen that no functional annota-
tions are provided, e.g., between I and V .
T1
{(di,b,si)} //
{(di,b,fi)}
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
{(di,b,fi)}

V
{(b,e,o)}uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkk
{(s,b,o)}

T2 {(f,b,e)}
// I
(a) Explicit relations from the document composition of Figure 2.
T1
{(si,b,si)} //
{(si,b,fi)}
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
{(fi,b,fi)}

V
{(m,e,o)}uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkk
{(e,e,o)}

T2 {(mi,e,e)}
// I
(b) Implicit relations from the functional annotations of Figure 2.
T1
{(di,b,si),(si,b,si)} //
{(di,b,fi),(si,b,fi)}
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
{(di,b,fi),(fi,b,fi)}

V
{(b,e,o),(m,e,o)}uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkk
{(s,b,o),(e,e,o)}

T2 {(f,b,e),(mi,e,e)}
// I
(c) The multimedia document specification of Figure 2
with explicit and implicit relations.
Figure 3. Multimedia document specifica-
tions represented with relation graphs.
relation (r): x r y x / y inverse: y r−1 x
before (b) (bi) after
meets (m) (mi) met-by
during (d) (di) contains
overlaps (o) (oi) overlapped-by
starts (s) (si) started-by
finishes (f) (fi) finished-by
equals (e) (e)
Table 1. The thirteen Allen’s relation.
To maintain complete information in Figure 3(b), we
compute the transitive closure of spatio-temporal relations.
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For example, V {(m, e, o)}T2 and T2{(mi, e, e)}I implies
V {(e, e, o)}I . For visibility reasons, we only illustrate in
Figure 3(b) one spatio-temporal relation in each set which
differs from those of Figure 3(a).
Figure 3(c) corresponds to the global multimedia docu-
ment specification of Figure 2. It combines the explicit and
implicit information provided respectively by Figure 3(a)
and Figure 3(b). In the next section, the relation graph il-
lustrated in Figure 3(c) will be adapted in order to show the
benefits of using functional annotations.
4 Adaptation of Multimedia Document Spec-
ifications
We want to execute the multimedia presentation exam-
ple illustrated in Figure 2 on a mobile phone. However, its
profile indicates that it is impossible to play more than three
multimedia objects concurrently. The multimedia presenta-
tion presented in Figure 2 does not comply with this target
profile because from t = 10s to t = 20s four objects are
executed simultaneously. We thus have to adapt the docu-
ment, i.e., transform forbidden relations into valid ones and
compute an adapted document as close as possible to the
initial document and author intent.
In this context, adapting consists of finding a set of re-
lation graphs satisfying the profile at a minimal distance
from the initial document specification. We consider that
the proximity between two relation graphs depends on the
proximity between relations borne by the same edge in both
graphs. This proximity relies on the conceptual neighbor-
hood between these relations and is measured by the short-
est path distance in the corresponding conceptual neighbor-
hood graph (Figure 4, [6]).
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Figure 4. A conceptual neighborhood graph.
Thus, a distance d between relation graphs is obtained
by summing up all the conceptual distances δ between rela-
tionships used in both graphs (cf., Definition 2).
Definition 2 Let G and G′ be two relation graphs with a
set of nodes N and a labeling function λ (resp., λ′) which
returns a set of relations between two nodes. d(G,G′) =
Σn1,n2∈NMinr∈λ(〈n1,n2〉),r′∈λ′(〈n1,n2〉)δ(rx, r
′
x) +
δ(ry, r′y) + δ(rt, r
′
t).
Figure 5 presents two adapted relation graphs satisfying
the mobile phone profile. The former (Figure 5(a)) consid-
ers only the explicit relations presented in Figure 3(a) which
were extracted from Figure 2. The latter (Figure 5(b)) con-
siders the explicit and implicit relations presented in Fig-
ure 3(c). Their distance from their corresponding initial
specification are both d = 2 because the temporal relation
rt between V and I changes from o to m (δ(o,m) = 1 in
Figure 4) and the one between T2 and I changes from e to
fi (δ(e, fi) = 1 in Figure 4).
T1
{(di,b,si)} //
{(di,b,fi)}
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
{(di,b,fi)}

V
{(b,e,o)}uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkk
{(s,b,m)}

T2 {(f,b,fi)}
// I
(a) Adaptation of the relation graph illustrated in Figure 3(a) without con-
sidering functional annotations.
T1
{(si,b,si)} //
{(si,b,fi)}
))SSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
SSSS
{(fi,b,fi)}

V
{(m,e,o)}uukkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkk
{(e,e,m)}

T2 {(mi,e,fi)}
// I
(b) Adaptation of the relation graph illustrated in Figure 3(c) which
considers explicit and implicit relations.
Figure 5. Adapted relation graphs which sat-
isfy the mobile phone profile.
Figure 6 presents two adapted executions of the adapted
relation graphs presented in Figure 5. Figure 6(a) presents
an execution without considering functional annotations.
This execution satisfies the mobile phone profile and is
close to the initial document.
However, the solution proposed is not suitable because
at t = 20s (i.e., when V disappears and I appears) spatial
information is not well presented. This is due to the explicit
relations illustrated in Figure 3(a) which are too restrictive
because it strictly interprets the document composition con-
straints and does not reflects functional annotations.
Figure 6(b) presents an execution when taking into
account functional annotations, especially their implicit
spatio-temporal relations. This execution satisfies the pro-
file and is as close as possible to the initial document com-
position and the author intent. Furthermore, thanks to the
flexibility added by these annotations the previous display
problem did not appear in this adapted solution.
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T1
V T2
I
T1
V
T2
I
t(s)0 10 20
(a) An execution corresponding to Figure 5(a).
T1
T2V and I
T1
T2
I
V
t(s)0 10 20
(b) An execution corresponding to Figure 5(b).
Figure 6. Executions corresponding to the re-
lation graphs presented in Figure 5.
5 Implementation
This adaptation framework has been implemented in an
interactive adaptation prototype. Its architecture is based
on Figure 1 and uses the Adaptation algorithm (cf., Algo-
rithm 1) to compute adapted solutions.
The user of our system may edit a SMIL document con-
taining functional annotations encoded in RDF [17]. The
SMIL Metainformation module [4] is used to specify such
annotations in RDF. Figure 7 presents such a multimedia
document, this one corresponds to the presentation illus-
trated in Figure 2.
From such document, explicit and implicit relations
relative to the initial document specification, and possi-
ble relations satisfying the target device profile are en-
coded into two matrix Ii,j and Pi,j . Before the call to
Adaptation(Ii,j , Pi,j), we sort each label of the matrix Pi,j
according to the distance δ (cf., Section 4) from each label
of the matrix Ii,j . Thereafter, Algorithm 1 computes con-
sistent relation graphs with help from the pathConsistency
function defined in [1]. The closest relation graphs from
the initial document specification are selected in S. When
Algorithm 1 stops, S contains adapted relation graph solu-
tions.
Of course, our implementation could adapt multimedia
documents on the client side or on the server side without
any GUI. Our interactive prototype is useful for guiding an
author during a multimedia document edition under con-
straints.
Algorithm 1: Adaptation
Input: A matrix Ii,j corresponding to the initial
multimedia document specification and a
matrix Pi,j corresponding to possible relations.
Data: S is a set of adapted relation graphs; Min is a
current minimum computed distance (initialized
with a high value).
pathConsistency(P );
if P does not contain an empty relation then
Choose an unprocessed label Pi,j and split Pi,j
into rl = r1, . . . , rk;
if no label can be split then
tmp← d(I, P );
if tmp < Min then
Min← tmp; S ← {P};
if tmp = Min then
S ← S ∪ {P};
else
for all label rl (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
Pi,j ← rl;
if d(I, P ) ≤Min then
Adaptation(I ,P );
<?xml version="1.0" ?>
<!DOCTYPE smil PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD SMIL 2.0//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/SMIL20.dtd"
[<!ENTITY funannot "http://www.example.com/funannot#">]>
<smil xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/SMIL20/Language"
xmlns:funannot="http://www.example.com/funannot#"
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/TR/1999/PR-rdf-schema-19990303#">
<head>
<metadata id="meta-rdf">
<rdf:RDF>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="#T1" rdf:type="&funannot;Title"/>
<rdf:Description rdf:about="#T2">
<funannot:isLegendOf rdf:resource="#V"/>
<funannot:isLegendOf rdf:resource="#I"/>
</rdf:Description>
</rdf:RDF>
</metadata>
<layout>
<root-layout height="250" width="200"/>
<region id="rT1" height="40" width="200" left="0" top="0"/>
<region id="rT2" height="100" width="115" left="70" top="55"/>
<region id="rV" height="100" width="55" left="10" top="55"/>
<region id="rI" height="75" width="175" left="10" top="170"/>
</layout>
</head>
<body>
<par>
<text id="T1" region="rT1" src="Introduction.rt"/>
<text id="T2" region="rT2" src="Information.rt" begin="10s"/>
<video id="V" region="rV" src="ResearchTeam.avi" dur="10s"/>
<img id="I" region="rI" src="Lab.jpg" begin="10s"/>
</par>
</body>
</smil>
Figure 7. The SMIL code of Figure 2 with func-
tional annotations encoded in RDF.
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Actually, one may specify some constraints (i.e., a pro-
file) inside our prototype and if an author creates a forbid-
den relation between two objects the system provides other
possible configurations close to the initial invalid one which
satisfy the given profile. Hence, a user can be assisted, for
instance, during the edition of a mobile multimedia docu-
ment.
6 Conclusion
We have defined an adaptation framework which uses
functional annotations in order to guide adaptation and
make it more flexible. This adaptation approach is generic,
i.e., it may adapt several document dimensions and may be
applied to any multimedia description language. In order
to validate the framework, we have implemented a proto-
type which adapts SMIL documents containing functional
annotations encoded in RDF.
In the future, we plan to identify automatically, from the
document composition, functional annotations (e.g., using
emergent semantics as proposed in [21]) and select particu-
lar privileged adapted solutions, thus refining our adaptation
approach.
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